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By Michael D. McNamee
(lMichael D. IlMcNazmee, an

Associate News Editor of The
Tech and a residelnt of Baker
House, has been studying the
Graves report for several
months, and has written an anal-
ysis of the Report. This is the
second of four parts of' that
analysis. -Editor)

One of the basic premises of
the Graves Report is the desir-
ability of diversity, both in the
facilities available and in the
student body using them. The
CSE found that the housing
system offered a great deal of
diversity in facilities, from Bex-
ley to East Campus to MacGreg-
or. However, when it turned its
attention to the MIT student
body, the committee found that
MIT, as a university centered on
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Due to a production error,
the captions on the pictures
of Professors Hartley Rogers
and Arthur Mattuck in last
Friday's issue were reversed.
The Tech regrets the error.
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that article, she was informed
that Brarnmer was out of town
for the week. She then requested
an appointment, and was told
that the Housing and Dining
director's secretary was out, and
when the secretary was con-
tacted later, she contended that
Branmmer was "too busy" for the
remainder of the week, and to
call back the following Monday.

The reporter persisted for
three weeks in requesting an
appointment with Brammer, and
the arrangement was made only
after a high Institute official had
contacted Brammer's office.
That official later submitted that
Bram mer was apparently avoid-
ing the reporter.

When contacted for com-
ment, Brammer stated that the
article "had not come out exact-
ly as I had hoped." He asserted
that the inaccuracies, which
were attributed directly to his
interview, did not correctly de-
scribe the situation.

By Barb Moore
The Tech has learned that

certain statements made to two
reporters by H. Eugene Bram-
mer, director of MIT's Housing
and Food Services, were false
and misleading.

Several sources in the Hous-
ing and Food Services admin-
istration have stated that articles
concerning the closing of Ash-
down Dining H1all and the hiring
of non-MIT students for Dining
Service jobs contained inaccu-
rate facts and implications.

In an article dealing with the
closing of Ashdown Dining Hall
(see The Tech, February 16,
1973), Brammer told a reporter
from The Tech that "the Ash-
down Dining Hall [had] discon-
tinued its operations due to a
financial deficit which could no
longer be borne by the Insti-
tute."

A dining service official has
since stated that the description
presented by Brammer was mis-
leading. He commented that the
article presented Ashdown as
"the sore thumb of Dining Ser-
vice," when, in fact, it had done
better financially than either
Walker Memorial or the Student
Center dining halls.

Information which Brammer
supplied for an article dealing
with the hiring of employees
who are not MIT students for
jobs with Dining Service (see
The Tech, March 23, 1973) has
also been cited as inaccurate.

Statements made to The
Techl's reporter on that occasion
also reportedly "painted a rosier
picture" than the one which
actually exists. Brammer told
The Tech that "By the 1973-74
academic year, there will be no
non-MLIIT students in captain's
positions, and, if the voucher
system is successful, there will
be a totally MIT student staff in

two years." However, contrary
to the statement made by Bram-
mer, two Dining Service officials
have confided that "there will be
non-MIT students working as
long as there is a Dining Ser-
vice."

When the Ashdown article
was published, The Tech re-
ceived reports that it contained
certain inaccuracies. At that
time, Brammer was contacted
about the allegations and denied
making many of the statements
attributed to him in the article.
However, when the quotes were
checked, the reporter's notes in-
dicated that Brammer had made
the comments in an interview
prior to publication of the arti-
cle.

Following the incidents sur-
rounding the Ashdown article,
Brammer remained elusive to
The Tech's reporters for com-
ments on the employment of
non-MIT students. When a re-
porter contacted Brammer's of-
fice concerning an interview for
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National Bank in the CLC list of
"conspiring institutions." IBM
was charged with aiding in the
development of the automated
battlefield, while the First Na-
tional Bank was implicated in
profiting from war investments,
and from granting loans to de-
fense contractors, including $15
million to Raytheon.

MIT received no prior warn-
ing to Friday afternoon's inci-
dent, nor did any of the other
four institutions which were in-
volved. MIT administrators were
on the scene to assess the dam-
age shortly after the group of
protesters had fled the area, and
the job of cleaning up began a
half-hour later.

By Norman D. Sandler
The steps of 77 Mass. Ave.

are cleaner this week, after MIT
called out sandblasting equip-
ment Saturday as a result of an
incident which had left two of
the columns and a number of
steps splashed with red paint
Friday afternoon.

At approximately 3 pm on
Friday, a group of five people
reportedly stood at the top of
the steps at the main entrance to
the Institute, splashed the paint
over the pillars and steps, deliv-
ered a short statement, and left
the area before campus patrol-
men had reached the scene.

The five members of the
group (three men and two wo-
men, according to witnesses)
represented an anti-war organiza-
tion known as Clergy and Laity
Concerned (CLC). Friday's ac-
tion was aimed at MIT's role as a
major defense contractor, and
for alleged complicity in devel-
oping the automated, or elec-
tronic, battlefield, which was
used in Vietnam.

MIT was only one institution
hit by the CLC on Good Friday.
A total of four other locations
were splashed with paint, as the
CLC charged that they had all
"conspired to continue the US
bombing in Cambodia," and
were therefore "splashed with
the 'blood' of their victims."

The other four places which
were mentioned in the CLC
statement as "conspiring to
sustain and profit from pro-
longed years of US aggression in
Indochina" were the JFK Feder-
al Building, the Air Force re-
cruiting office, local offices of
IBM, and the First National
Bank of Boston.

The statement charged that
the federal building "pursues the
work of a national government
bent on global dominance...
and propping up dictatorships
which kill to preserve control of
the many by the few." The Air
Force office, according to the
statement, urges people "to join
the armed forces which continue
the indiscriminate bombing of
lndochina."

Corporate investment and fi-
nancial profit were the reasons
for including IBM and the First
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H. Eugene Brammer. Phloto by Roger Goldstein
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science and engineering lacked a
wide variety of viewpoints, most
noticeably humanistic and liber-
al arts viewpoints.

Many students, according to
the CSE, regret the lack of hu-
manistic viewpoints at MIT, and
would like greater opportunity
to meet liberal arts students
through the residential system.
The Report suggests three ways
of getting mnore varied view-
points in the system: 1) Aiming
for a broader range of students
in the admissions policy; 2) Res-
idence Exchanges with other
schools; 3) Bringing in outsiders
wi t h different vie w p oints
through the Housemaster-Tutor
system. The first suggestion
would have radical effects on the
very nature of MIT as an institu-
tion; the second, as typified by
the Wellesley Residence Ex-
change, runs into logistical prob-
lems; the third will be discussed
later, with the general discussion
of the Housemaster-Tutor sys-
tem.

(Please turn to page 2)
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West End urban renewal -urban planning in action.
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By Richard Parker
and David Olive

How people live in cities, how
conditions can be improved,
Bow the world can be improved
- these are the concerns of
urban studies, MIT's Course XI,
one of the youngest of the In-
stitute's departments.

Traditionally, the city plan-
ner sat behind his desk and tried
to determine the best way to
make life better for the residents
of the city. He would then go
and fight city hall as he attempt-

ed to convince politicians that
his ideas were valuable, both in
terms of improving the city and
winning votes. The job was a
boring and frustrating one. Few
MIT graduates would be happy
spending a ifetime in the role of
this man who was "a rather
impotent fellow in terms of
changing people," stated Phillip
Clay, an instructor and doctoral
candidate in the department.

The Department of Urban
Studies and Planning at MIT

(Please turn to page 3)
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(Continued from page I)
One immediate consequence

of this lack of humanistic view-
points at the Institute is appar-
ent when one considers the
dormitory system. The design of
many houses, with their empha-
sis on dining halls, lounges and
lobbies, where students can get
together for discussions and bull
sessions, is based on a liberal-arts
model - the houses of Harvard,
Yale, Oxford and Cambridge.
"Discussions in the humanities
tend to be open-ended, with
many different viewpoints ex-
pressed and no definite conclu-
sions reached" as the Report
states; "Problem sets are closed-
ended: when one has found the
answer, there is nothing further
to do."

The hidden curriculum
This dichotomy, a housing

system which promotes open
discussion at a school where the
unique, correct solution is su-
preme, is seen by the CSE as a
reflection of the MIT hidden
curriculum. "Hidden curricu-
lum," a term once described to
this reporter as "the administra-
tion's Word-of-the-Month Club
prize" and "how to get away
without doing the things in the
regular curriculum," is defined
by the CSE as "the pressures on
a given student... to carry the

* The Student Committee on Edu-
cational Policy announces a meeting
on Year Round Operations - Wed-
nesday, April 25 at 8 pm in Room
W20-407. Student Committee on
Educational Policy meeting Wednes-
day, May 2 at 7:30 pm in W20-400.

* WELLESLEY-MIT EXCHANGE:
Applications for the Fall 1973 term
are due Friday, May 4. Applications
and information are available at the
MIT Information Center, Room
7-111, and the Exchange Office,
Room 7-101.

: Professor Robert Stobaugh of the
Harvard Business School will join the
Seminar on Technical Transfers and
Social Change in the Third World.
Tuesday, April 24 at 7 pm in the
Jackson Room, 10-280 for a discus-
sion of the transfers of know-how
abroad through the multinational
corporations. All are welcome

* Douglas H. Heath, Professor of
Psychology from Haverford College,
will be giving a lecture entitled
"Maturing and the Educational Pro-
cess" on Tuesday, May 1 at 3 pm in
the Little Theater in Kresge. The talk
is sponsored by the Student Commit-
tee on Educational Policy and the
Education Division Steering Commit-
tee. All students and faculty are
invited and there is no admission
charge.
* Sunday, April 29 at 2 pm in the
Mezzanine Lounge - Holocaust Day
Memorial commemorating the thirti-
eth anniversary of the Warsaw Ghetto
uprising. Joseph Boniovka, a survivor
of the ghetto, Said Shmuel Jabbawy,
a survivor of Iraqi prisons, and Shim-
shon Inbai, the Israeli Consul for the
Boston area, will speak. Sponsored
jointly by MIT Hillel Society, Israeli
Students Organizatiorn, and the MIT
Student Struggle for Soviet Jewry.

* Volunteers are needed to help
out with Dormitory Council's activi-
ties during R/O Week. All interested
people who will be returning early in
the fall please contact Bob Greenberg
(DormCon R/O Chairman) at dorm-
line 8539 or leave message at Burton
Desk, dormline 8141.
* The Department of Electrical En-
gineering has scheduled a meeting for
Course VI juniors to discuss admis-
sion to graduate school, graduate
school financial aid, and employment
prospects for electrical engineers.
This counseling meeting is planned
for Monday afternoon, April 30 at 4
pm in Room 10-250. Any junior at
the Institute who may be interested
in Course VI for graduate work is
welcome to attend.

* Attention MIT community:
Tenors are needed for the Opera
Workshop's production of "The
Magic Flute." Call John Cook im-
mediately at x3-6961.
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heaviest course load of which he-
is capable, and to regard the
number of credit units as a
quantitative measure of his edu-
cation." As a student pushes
himself to carry as many units as
possible, he comes to regard his
education as packageable into
courses, each weighted with N
units of importance. Bulling or
hacking - discussions with other
students - are seen as a waste of
time that could be better applied,
to tooling, the "real business" of
an MIT education.

The CSE does not recom-
mend a reversal of the present
policy of allowing a student to
carry any number of credits, but
does suggest that a study be
made of the effect on the educa-
t ional attitudes of students
caused by this policy.

Houses as classrooms
The hidden curriculum. also

enters another area regarded by
the CSE - use of the houses as
classrooms for seminars and
small informal classes. The
Graves Report encourages the
use of rooms within the dormi-
tories as meeting rooms for
classes that are more open and
innovative than the usual MIT
courses; examples mentioned in-
clude freshman seminars, lAP
courses, projects that do not
involve laboratory equipment,-

when individual faculty mem-
bers took up residence in the
dorms for brief periods. The
1963 CSE Report recommended
that this system be expanded,
and set up a formal structure of
housemasters (senior faculty,
one per house); senior tutors
(junior faculty, one or two per
..house); and tutors (graduate stu-
dents wh6 would live in the
entires or floors, with one tutor
for every 30-50 students). Al-
though the '63 Report provided
this structure, it did not set
forth specific descriptions of the
roles to be played by the house-
masters and tutors.

The '73 Report deals with
objections that the H-T system is
not accomplishing the goal of
improving student-faculty rela-
tions, and that the program does
not justify its costs. In answer to
the first, the Report points out
that a ratio of one faculty mem-
ber to 350 students cannot be
expected to achieve wonders in
improving faculty relationships
with all students, and that the
benefits to the students who are
actively involved with the H-T
system are incalculable. This is
one area, the Report stresses,

where methods of cost account
ing cannot be applied: "the H--
system must be considered
program whose main value wii
always be to a minority. But th:-
same is true of a special acaderm
ic program, a computer, -
hockey rink, a concert band, o--
a psychiatric service."

A major problem with tht
H-T system has been its lack o
definition and clear-cut goals
While the Graves Report agree-
with the principle of "letting the
man determine the job," insteac
of the reverse, it realizes that
many housemasters feel uncer
tain about their effectiveness
and feel that they have no stan-
dard to measure themselve-s
against. As a result of these
feelings, the CSE set forth four
specific areas in which a tuto.
could be expected to operate: 1I
Academic - tutoring in the nar-
rowest sense; 2) Social - organ-
izing parties, study breaks, and
serving as a catalyst for interac-
tion in the social unit; 3) Educa-
tional -- h: :ging a new perspec-
tive into discussions and ques-
tions raised by students; 4) Ad-
visory - counseling and advising
students on a one-to-one basis.

and humanities courses. The re-
port states that "Instructors that-
have taught the same class in
both a formal classroom and a
house lounge or seminar room
have regularly noticed -that there
is a marked change in the intel-
lectual atmosphere of the class
sessions... discussions tend to
be more open and informal...
there tends to be more student-
student, rather than just stu-
dent-teacher, dialogue."

The main obstacle to the for-
mation of more such courses
seems to be the question of
academic credit, another aspect
of the hidden curriculum. The
report notes that projects often
tend to die out if credit is not
granted, as a natural conse-
quence of the emphasis on credit
and grades; but it also points out
that "giving credit too often
turns them into just another
Institute course, losing their
special character and student ini-
tiative." The CSE recommends
that credit be granted only when
it is the only way of saving a
valuable activity, and notes that
this policy may be an effective
way of challenging the hidden
curriculum.

Housemaster-Tutor system
The Housemaster-Tutor (H-T)

system was first implemented,
rather randomly, in the 1950's,
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(Continued from page 1)
prepares students to go out into
the world and change it. Stu-
dents in the department major in
urban studies primarily for one
of three reasons. Some are using
the department as a stepping
stone to graduate school in a
field other than urban planning.
Lawrence Susskind, the under-
graduate coordinator of the de-
partment and one of the prime
movers in the development of an
undergraduate curriculum in
urban studies in 1969, said that
he expects "about one-third of
this year's seniors to go to gradu-
ate and professional schools in
fields like law, medicine, and
education. Another third are
probably planning a professional
career in urban studies. Some of
these students will go on to
graduate school immediately and
get a Masters in City Planning,
which is the professional degree
in the field. Others will get
jobs."

Urban studies is one of the
few remaining fields where the
MIT graduate with just a bache-
lor's degree is highly employ-
able. Students in the department
and graduates of the department
have worked in jobs ranging

from community organization to
police organization to studying
the Middlesex County Govern-
ment.

The undergraduate program
at MIT is one of the few under-
graduate programs in urban
studies in existence. Because of
its rarity, the reputation of MIT,
the faculty here, and its gradu-
ates, the program is developing a
nationwide reputation. That
·reputation is making MIT gradu-
ates highly desirable. "A student
with a bachelor's from MIT fre-
quently has a background about
as strong as that of a student
with an MCP from another
school. Additionally, MIT stu-
dents have a strong science back-
ground which adds to their per-
spective when studying prob-
lems. When employers are asked
which they would rather hire, a
student from here with a bacne-
lor's or someone else with a
master's, who is also lacking
previous work experience, our
graduates are frequently more
desirable. Of course, the fact
that they can be paid less be-
cause of their lesser education is
a factor in the decision," stated
Susskind.

In discussing the future of
this year's graduating class, Suss-

kind also pointed out that about
one-third of the seniors are not
really sure what they want to
do. Some of these students
majored in Course XI because
the urban and humanitarian out-
look on problems was important
to them. "And some of this
year's graduating class will prob-
ably go into fields like environ-
mental engineering. These kids
are basically scientists and engi-
neers who want another perspec-
tive of the problems they will
face," added Susskind.

The curriculum within the
urban studies department is very
flexible. There is no general in-
troductory course. The field 'is
simply too diverse to have one.
Students who are interested in
urban design have different
needs from those interested in
housing problems and they have
different needs from students
who are studying urban law and

/Please turn to page 6)
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wearing contact lenses? Then you should
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want, your present lenses can be "wet-
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Transportation is a vital area of urban planning. Photo by David L. Neuburger
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NTERACTIVE LECTURES
COSMOLOGY

by Prof. Philip Morrison, MIT

',MOPLICATIONS OF THE APOLLO 1 1 LUNAR MATERIAL
by Dr. John A. Wood, Smithsonian Observatory

SYMBIOTIC THEORY OF THE ORIGIN OF HIGHER CELLS
by Prof. Lynn Marguiis, Boston University

EXPERIMENTS ON THE ORIGIN OF LIFE
by Prof. Carl Sagan, Cornell

LEAF INSECTS, BIRDS, AND HUMAN COLOR VISION
by Prof. Jerome Lettvin, MIT

PLUS- A new one by Lettvin!!

Students who are curious about the topics above are invited to
use an experimental system containing these interactive
lectures, which were recorded specifically for individual
listening. The lecture) are unique in that they include a great
many recorded answers to interesting questions. The answers
extend and deepen the discussion, and can be quickly and
conveniently accessed.

If you would like to try the system, please call 864-6000, ext.
2800, or write a short note to Stewart, Wilson, Polaroid, 730
Main St., Cambridge (near MIT), mentioning when you might
be free and how you can be reached.

There Will Be Hearings For The

I ~CO TXTEEE
On Thursday, April 26.

Previous experience ;with the Student-Faculty
Committee systemn will be highly regarded.

NextW Yee k hrWWt Be
Ne eirffngs Fo CA C.

Make appointments for a ll
hearings at W20-403, x3-2696
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author of its latest report on how to build
a dormitory that people can live in), only
about his research and career interests,
and their lack of intersection- with his
fellow MIT philosophers.

Rosenblith was asked about the
department change possibility for a per-
son who had been denied tenure. "It has
never happened within my memory," he
stated. An informed source said that
there wasn't anything on the books to
prevent such a move, but that it would be
"very unusual," and "not likely to come
about very easily." Another source
pointed out that all tenure decisions are
reviewed by the Academic Appointments
Sub-Group, and while denying knowledge
of this specific case, suggested that if a
professor were qualified for tenure in

Commentaig r=
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By Jeff Mermelstein

and Brian Tokar
The Vietnam war has left us with

much to remember. We remember
walking through the main corridor of
MIT and being confronted time and time
again with different leaflets, most of
which said the same. We remember
shocking reports of casualty and
destruction. We remember our own
feelings of frustration and impotence at
our inability to end the war sooner. And
finally, we remember the crises in the war
(the Cambodia invasion, renewals of
bombing over North Vietnam, the mining
of Haiphong). Perhaps the crises are our
most vivid memory because of the
confrontations and polarization which
usually ensued.

The crises would give to many of us a
tremendous sense of urgency, an urgency
which ironically would sometimes stifle
rather than promote serious discussion.
And now that the war has "subsided,"
serious discussion about the meaning and
the lessons of the war is even more
difficult to come by. Many of us would
like to forget that this war ever occurred.
But this would be a mistake. We must
begin right now to re-evaluate the
Vietnam War.

Those of us who accept this
conclusion and believe that the war
cannot be forgotten have joined together
to organize a Vietnam-America
Friendship Week for the week of April 22
through 28. The week is being developed
at over a dozen campuses in the Greater
Boston area and local groups have been
contacted to help work on community
activities. At MIT, the week is being
supported by the Graduate Student
Council, the undergraduate student
government, MIT SACC, and the MIT
Peace Coalition. It is seen as a time during
which all of us, regardless of our political
and personal differences can come
together to discuss the war, and the issues
that were raised by it.

During this time we hope to begin
afresh the process of reconciliation
between the American and Vietnamese
peoples. We must begin to learn about the'
people against whom our government has
fought for so long. A lasting peace will
occur only when our two nations create it
through a mutual understanding of each
other's culture and society. If our
"enemy" remains faceless then we will
continue to remain blind.

We also hope to use this time to begin
public discussir on and consideration of the
meaning and lessons of the war.

another department, this might have been
considered in the original review.

MIT President Jerome B. Wiesner was
asked the specific question: "Would the
Central Administration intervene if it
thought an injustice were being done?"
The answer was "yes, but not to change
the-decision; we would limit ourselves to
asking the department involved to re-
assess the facts." The question was not
related to the Graves case, although a
usually reliable source implied that a
careful review was made at the time of
the decision not to grant him tenure.

Wiesner, when asked, also noted that
there are two methods of keeping a
broadly based professor and providing
him/her with tenure. One is the multiple
appointment by more than one depart-

Officially, the war in Vietnam ended
on January 27 when the Paris Agreements
were signed and sealed. We are emerging
from one of the most tumultuous periods
of our national history. Whole
generations have grown up and formed
their views of the world against a
constant background of war in Vietnam
and division at home. The last GIs now
withdrawn from Vietnam were only six
years old or younger when the first two
American soldiers died at Bien Hoa base
in 1959. In the following thirteen years,
over 50,000 GIs and more than one
million Vietnamese have followed them
to the grave.

This war has left us all without any
sense of accomplishment or pride. On the
day of the cease-fire, a huge neon sign in
Times Square flashed out "Peace!"- but
there were no jubilant throngs to view it.
The divisions, doubts, and pain
engendered by the past thirteen years
have not and cannot be ended by
Presidential decree.

As a people we must face up to this
history and reach an understanding of it.
Why did four administrations continue to
prosecute the war? W1hat does this say
about our foreign policy? Most
important, what has the war taught us
about the nature of our own government?
We must ensure that the attitudes and
policies that allowed it to occur are
overcome. If we do not, the legacy of this
war will promote a confusion and
bitterness that will continue to eat away
at the fabric of our society for years to
come. Worse still, we will.have failed to
reach an understanding of the causes of
the war, which we must have to prevent it
from happening again.

Finally, we need this week to help us
refocus our attention on the current state
of the war in Southeast Asia. More people
were killed during the 60 days following
the signing of the Agreements than died
in the same two month period last year in
Vietnam. We must do what we can to
keep people aware of what is still
happening in Indochina under the name
of the cease-fire.

We will be setting up community
meetings, panel discussions, teach-ins, and
film showings to encourage this spirit and
provide opportunities for people to
participate in the week. We hope that
people all over Massachusetts will join
with us to make these days a time in
which each one of us acts to help make
genuine and lasting peace possible.

The MIT Friendship Week Committee
is planning a full week of activity. So far,
we have planned the following events: a
teach-in on the current situation in
Indochina, a forum on the meaning and
the lessons of the war (to which a wide
variety of speakers have been invited
ranging from William Bundy from the
Center of International Studies to
Reverend Daniel Berrigan), poetry
readings, and film showings (including
The Selling of the Pentagon). There will
also be smaller discussions organized at
dorms, frats, and through departments.
But the Friendship Week Committee can-
not by itself organize the week. The week
can only be successful if many members
of the MIT community decide that they
want to participate. We will be coordin-
ating films, speakers, and literature for
the week. Your ideas and energy are
absolutely essential.

ment, and the other is attachment to the
office of the Dean of a School. He called
such an atlachment, "possible but not
normal," and noted that the Dean of the
School of Engineering had made what
appointments of this type there were.
Wiesner noted the loneliness of the post:
getting students to teach and peers to
interact with is difficult in such cases.
Such a person, he added, would have to
have "something special to contribute.'"

The possibility of attaching a profes-
sor to the President and Chancellor's
office in a tenured role was suggested.
"That would circumvent the academic
structure," Wiesner stated, and he there-
fore found it highly unlikely that such a
post would be created. He pointed out
that Institute Professors are attached
directly to the Provost, but that that post
was an "honor" for "outstanding achieve-
ment," and while longevity at MIT was
not a requirement, it was a common
attribute.

Hanham, when asked, noted that the
suggestion had been made that he might
attach Graves to his office. The same
thing has been suggested for several other
faculty. Hanham could not comment on
the chances of anyone being so attached.

So the Graves Tenure Case goes on...
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By Paul Schindler
John Graves, an instructor at MIT, was

recently appointed to the post of as-
sociate professor. Last spring, he was
denied tenure in the Philosophy Depart-
ment, sparking a controversy which has
existed ever since then. At an over-
specialized school (and that is the subject
of another column) Graves has problems.

Part of Graves' problem is his lack of

specialization. One MIT officer, in a
candid moment, told this reporter that
"Part of Graves' problem is that he is
neither a great philosopher nor -a great
physicist." He is instead a man who has
dabbled widely in both fields, becoming
perhaps a jack of all trades and a master
of none.

In a sense, this paper began and has
continued whatever controversy has de-
veloped about John Graves and his failure
to receive tenure. On April 14, 1972, the
entire editorial page was filled with a
column by Alex Makowski, a former
editor, entitled "MIT loses on a major
tenure decision." It detailed a problem
which has re-appeared recently in the
Ergo controversy: what is analytic philos-
ophy? It also bemoaned the loss of a man
who. according to Makowski, is an "ex-
cellent teacher," who is "popular with a
wide range of students." The last year has
changed none of that.

Yet some people have taken hope
from the announcement in Tech Talk on
Wednesday that Graves has received an
associate professorship. It means nothing:
according to Graves it is a terminal
appointment, made with the under-
standing that his connection with MIT, or
at least with the MIT Philosophy Depart-
ment, will cease at the end or the
1973-74 academic year.

There is a small, but growing, move-
ment afoot that is pushing for a position
for Graves somewhere else at MIT; some-
where where an outstanding teacher, a
fine community member, and an interest-
ing man would be welcome to teach and
do research.

This is not to say that Graves is
uncontroversial. There are physicists who
do not like his philosophy of science
work, and of course there are philoso-
phers who disagree with him, including, it
seems, most of those in the MIT Philoso-
phy Department. Some people, including
students, do not like him on a personal
level. No one is perfect, but the opinion
against him seems to be a minority
opinion.

Graves is certainly an unusual case.
The acrimony which was developed at-the
time he was refused tenure, when mem-
bers of his own department stated clearly
that they found him to have insufficient
competence as a philosopher, makes it
impossible for him to continue on there.
Yet, if he is placed with some other
department, perhaps humanities, it might
seem like a slap in the face delivered by
the School of Humanities and Social
Sciences to the Department of Philoso-
phy. Newly installed Dean Harold Han-
ham has quite a problem on his hands
(it's not his biggest problem, but it's not
likely to go away either).

This might very well be the time for
the Central Administration of MIT, the
Provost, the President and the Chancellor,
to step in. They could operate more
easily than a Dean because they lack the
daily operational contacts which would
be strained by such a move. Their inter-
vention on behalf of a single teacher
would be extraordinary and unpreceden-
ted, but that describes the case in a
nutshell.

Folk wisdom, confirmed by Provost
Walter Rosenblith, states that there are
three central criteria in a tenure decision:
outstanding research, outstanding teach-
ing, and service to the MIT community.
Folk wisdom, unconfirmed, also states
that "publish or perish" is the rule, and
that the second and third criteria pale
into insignificance when compared to the
first. The Graves case tends to support
this hypothesis: there is virtually no
question about his teaching or his service
(most notably as chairman of the Com-
mittee on Student Environment and
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Everett Moore Baker Award
For Outstanding Undergraduate

Teaching
This is the season for awards nomi-

nations. They are all worthy awards.
This space is being used on behalf of
the Baker award because there is so
little outstanding teaching going on
that it is hard to find nominees.
Named after the man who was dean
for students from 1947 to 1950, it is
supposed to go to the young faculty
member of extraordinary ability who
inspires undergraduate interest. No
mean feat in this day and age.

Nominations, where possible,
should be sent to Mark Slusarczuk,
Room 7-101, as soon as possible.

Staff Candidates
Sherry Grobstein '74, Cliff Ragsdaie '76

Seth Stein '75, Larry Appleman '76
Gary Cuscino '76, Carey Ramos '76

David Weiman '76

Second class postage paid at Boston, Massachu-
setts. Tihe Tech is published twice a week
during the collcgc year, exccpt during vaca-
tions, and once during the first week of August -
by The Tech, Room 'W20-483, MIT Student
Center, 84 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge.
Massachusetts 02139. Telephone: (617)
253-1541.
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especially in light of your recent eviction

of 19 out of 30 MIT-affiliated tenants in
this building. As you may recall, these
tenants were forced out by your prepos-
terous and unlawful rent hikes of Septeni-
ber 1972 (e.g., 45% increase for my

previous apartment number 53 in this
building). The new, non-MIT-affiliated
occupants of these vacated apartments
are paying less rent than the original MIT
occupants payed before the rent hike.

(E.g. You increased my rent in 53 from

$155 to $220, but now charge only
$145/mo. to non-MIT-affiliated occupant

after I moved out.) Now that most
tenants from the MIT community have

moved out, the head of the Cambridge

Rent Control Board says that those who

remain have no grievance since 12 Inman

is "reserved first for the convenience of
MIT-affiliated persons"! Your tactics

have thus yielded a grave disservice to the

MIT community.

May I further remind you that after I
vacated the above mentioned apartment
(53, and this wasn't to "my con-

venience,") my roommate and I leased

our present apartment on the under-
standing from you that it was the least
expensive per bedroom accomnodation at

12 Inmait. This was based on your adver-

tised formula that each apartment with
the same number of bedrooms be charged
an additional SS/mo. per floor height.

However, a review of your records may
reveal that the rent for our apartment
($300./mo.) is in fact the highest by any
apartment at any floor level at 12 Inman.

Gentlemen, in light of your policy of
discrimination against MIT affiliates
which has resulted in the above men-
tioned inequities, and after discussing
these grievances with most MIT and

non-MIT affiliated tenants in the build-
ing, my roommate and I are withholding

our rent to S225/mo. for four months
(Jan., Feb., Mar. & April) in level with
rents paid by some other, "higher-priced"
two bedroom apartments in this building
for the past four months.

Jerry Na mery
--
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(A copy of this letter was sent to The

Tech; it was addressed to Northgate.

-Editor)
Gentlemen:

As you probably know, you have
permitted gross discrepancies in rents of
similar apartments at 12 Inman Street.

Despite your letter of intentions of 21

September 1972, you do not plan to

rectify these inequities (as stated in your

most recent letter of 21 December 1972).
These discrepancies will continue until
February 1, 1973, and possibly longer;
they constitute losses co 60 to 65 dollars
per month for some tenants, or over S300
in total.

I find these inequities deplorable and
your original letter of intentions a sham,

To the Editor:
I feel that the story in The Tech of

March 13 on the Department of Civil
Engineering was inaccurate in various

respects. I am speaking as one of the two

students interviewed for the article.
First of all, I think that interviewing

only two students for a survey article of

an MIT department is a rather narrow
approach; especially since these two stu-

dents have been exposed to the same
facets of the department. It would be one

thing if the sole purpose of the interview
was to obtain pure information about the
structure of the department, but I feel

that more data should have been col-
lected if general statements of particular
courses were to be made.

This leads me to my main concern of

the article, which was the statement made
of course 1.12, quoting one of the stu-
dents as saying that "it [1.12] is really a

series of dull lectures presented in an
incoherent manner." Having been told

that Bob Collier and I were the only
students interviewed, I spoke with Bob
concerning this matter and can say that

neither of us made this statement.
Course 1.12 can be thought of as a

survey course, which is designed to intro-

duce the new Civil Engineering student to

all of the facets of the field. The course
consists-of two parts, one in which well
established professionals from both in

and outside MIT speak on a topic in their
field. The second part is a series of Civil
Engineering case studies, From speaking
to Bob Collier, I think I can say that the
feeling which we tried to convey was that

course 1.12 was not so worthwhile to us,
since we had entered the department
knowing exactly in which area we were

interested. Our interests were specific,
whereas other new students may have
varied interests. These new students may

find course 1.12 very helpful.
I felt that it was important to clear up

this error. I believe that open criticism is
a necessary thing; however, it is unfair
and also very damaging when not con-

veyed accurately.
Bill Leimkuhler

Student in Course I

To the Editor:
I thought you would be able to find a

use for the following quote from Clark

Kerr's 1963 book The Uses of the
University, p. 89.

"An almost ideal location fer a
modern university is to be sandwiched
between a middle-class district on its way

to becoming a slum and an ultramodern
industrial park - so that the students
may live in the one and the faculty

consult in the other. M.I.T. finds itself
happily ensconced between the decaying
sections of Cambridge and Technology

Square."
Caryl B. Bentley (Ms.)

Instructor, University of Minnesota-Duluti
School of Medicine

make it. The success of the government
depends upon the combined efforts of
the component individuals.

Maybe I'm wrong to expect people to

do a little extra work to make things

better. But so many people complain
about problems that you'd think a few of
them would get together and start
looking for solutions.

How satisfied are you with your

environment? Would you spend a few

hours talking to people, writing
proposals, contributing ideas to make
your surroundings better?

The UA office has the potential for
being an excellent referral service for

finding out who, if anybody, is working
on solving the problem that you're

interested in. It's up to you to make it

work.
No one will know what your

complaints are if you don't voice them,
and no one is going to help solve your
problem if you don't think that it's

important enough to merit your

attention.
Over 16 00 people voted last

Wednesday. Is that where your interest in

student government stops. Is that where
your duty stops?

By Curtis Reeves
Well, another election is finally over.

We've had the largest turnout of any

election in years. Where do we go from
here?

If little is said or done in the name of
student government over the next year,

whose fault it is? How much blame can
we put on our newly elected officers?

The UAP and the UAYP are not the
only ones to blame if student government
is ineffective. Student government is

potentially the strongest mechanism for

reform that the students have. Yet, its

power is largely wasted, seemingly
because few people understand where the

power of student government lies.
It is the classic example of not seeing

the forest for the trees. Student power

does not lie within the whims of one or
two officers who may, indeed should,
have good relations with the deans and

other administrators. Student power, that
elusive commodity, lies within the

student body, by virtue of sheer numbers
if nothing else.

So many people take the attitude that
there is only so much that student

government can do. That is as true as you

e @ze !1o az ee 9

Leaving town for the summer? Better make
sure your phone is disconnected. Otherwise,

anyone can use your phone while you're
away and you'll get stuck with the charges.

Your luck, they'll be calling Timbuktu.

While you're at it, better let us know exactly
when you'll be back and where you'll be when
you return, so your service can start as quickly

as possible. Phones are reconnected on a
first notify, first served basis. So the faster you

tell us when you'll be back and where you'll be,
the sooner you'll be able to answer the call.

Call your local I Teiephone Business Office
and tell them your departure and arrival dates.

And happy summer.
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""TTHIE PLAYBOY~~
OF THE WESTERN WORLDSff

By J.M. Synge

Directed by JOSEPH EVERINGHAM

Little Theatre, Kresge Auditorium, MIT

April 26,27,28 & May 4,5, 1973 at 8:30 P10
Seats: $2.25 -e Reservations 253-4720f

TVVENTV CHIPANEVS
OPEN FROM 2 PM -- 1AM Wyeekdays

.8AM- IAM Weekends
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the cities. The senior colloquium
discusses the decision making
inputs of lobbyists, congress, the
executive branch, and other na-
tionally oriented groups.

The impression presented by
the department is a positive one.
It is constantly growing in un-
dergraduate enrollment and still
has a large enough faculty and
enough research funds to handle
the influx of students. The
course requirements encourage
specialization, however, they do

Itnot force students into specific
areas. Each student chooses his
own area of concentration and
has only to take 48 units in that
area. In fact, the 48 units do not
have to be taken in Course XI,
nor do they have to be class-
ro om c re di t s. Independent
study, research, tutorials, and
stuident suggestions are ways of
meeting the requirenlent. Tohe
goal of the requirement is stu-
dent expertise, not class filling.

The field of urban studies is
constantly expanding. Today,
hospital administrators are pro-
duced by departments of urban
planners - no longer are urban
planners lirnited to arguing with
politicians for minor reforms. If
you want to work with people,
in cities, the field of urban plan-
ning has room for you, essential-
ly regardless of how you want to
help people. However, you had
better have some idea of what
you want to do for, unlike other
departments at MITS, the Urban
Studies and Planxning Depart-
ment does not channel its stu-
dents into one or two areas.

I

(Con~tinued from page 3J
they are different from students
who are studying urban medi-
cine. The students in Course XI
have certain things in common,
such as concern for people and
the cities -but this is not taught
to them in classes.

Each student has to take four
courses from a list of twelve
restricted electives. The purpose
of this requirement is to give the
students a survey of the many
areas of urban studies and an
appreciation for what others in
the field are doing. The courses
are structured so that they are
without prerequisites but are
still taught on an advanced level.
Students in Course XI classes do
not consider them gut courses;
in fact, they claim that the
catalogue hours are an accurate
estimate of what is required.

If you are interested in learn-
ing about the department, -try
picking courses from the list of
restricted elIe ctives. Highly
recommended courses are 1 1.05,
Urban Social Structure and Pro-
cess and 11.30, Introduction to
City Design and Environmental
Policy. Next year Francine
Rabinowitz, a Clew faculty mnem-
ber will be teaching 11.06, The
Politics of Planning. She received
her doctorate from the MIT De-
partment of Political Scien-tce, so
she is well aware of what MIT is
like.

Clay, when being interviewed,
said that '<part of learning urban
studies is learning .how the real
world works." That belief is
prevalent throughout the depart-
ment, and for that reason under-
graduate research and under-
graduate involvement in projects
likie the analysis of the Middle-
sex County Government is en-
couraged. Though unlder-
graduates can avoid doing re-
search (they are required to
write a thesis), it is difficult.
Advisors and Susskind are often
enthusiastically offering und~er-
graduates projects to participate
in.

The importance of relating to
t he r eal world is stressed
throughout the department. Al-
so stressed is the importance of
changing that world to make it a
better place to live. Perhaps
those are the beliefs that have
led Course XI, one of MIT's
newest and smallest depart-
ments, to have a disproportion-
ately large number of minority
group faculty members, includ-
ing women. There are less than a
dozen women at MIT with
tenured faculty positionls; the
addition of Rabinowitz means

that two of them are in Urban
Studies.

The relationship between
classroom learning and the world
that surrounds us is seen in
many ways. Not simply the goal
of relating the work to the world
but, as one undergraduate put it,
"throughout the Institute stu-
dents in classes say things lIke'I
just read so and so,' in the urban
studies department the kids say
things like 'I was just working on
this' or 'I just did this.' "~

There are two courses require'
ed of all majors. These are the
junior and senior colloquia. It is
interesting that rather than re-
q uire the basic courses to give
the students the "fundamentals,'
this department requires the ad-
vanced courses in-an attempt "to
tie things together.

"In the colloquia wre bring
the. students together and try to
show them what their classmates
working in related, yret different,
fields have been doing," stated
Susskind. The junior colloquium
discusses problems that people
in urban studies are confronted
by and the various ways differ-
ent people within the field de-
fine the problems and the dif-
ferent approaches used to study
the problems.

The senior colloquium, which
is taught by Susskind, studies
national urban policy decision
makinfg. Regardless of your area
in urban studies, you are invari-
ably confronted by problems
from the national level. It is
important to understand why
decisions are made that affect

Lighting by
Edward Dar-

Sets by
W.D. Roberts

Costumes by
Linda Martin

Bar 1 Que Chicken
Half Pounder Chopped Stal
Weiner Schnitzel
Sirloin Strip Steaks
French Fried Filet of Sole

As well as the popular Caifornia Burger, French Fries,
Desserts, Grilled Sandwiches, Submarines, and a Variety
of cold sandwiches? Did you know our variety of
beverages includes an ice cream fountain?

SANGAM presents the most widely acclaimned femnale sitarist

Msss SANYALn
with the veteran of over 1OC10 concerts

E""H AR DA G' "'UR 
Sat. April 28 2:00( PM

KRESGE AUDITO5RIUM\S, MIT

Adrmission: $2 & $1
Call: 354-6172

Is
"PIl's" Could something as simple as a

(PM) permanent magnet solve our dollar,
energy and pollution crises? Each time a
PM attracts a non-magnetized mass to it,
it does so by temporarily or permanently
magnetlzing some of the atoms in that ob-
3ect. A 15 lb PM can lift 350 lbs which
can be 15 lbs of iron and aly other mat-
erial or, of utmost importance, 335 lbs
of Spring tension. XCan we use less **

A PM's field travels between poles at
186,000 mp;.relative to the PM. A magnet
moves an oDject towards it without touch-
inS that ob-ect. The object gets speed so
can't we say a magnet is a supply of en-
ergy? A most wondrous property of a PM iS
that it can make an endless number of te-
mporary or PM's & not lose any of its st-
rength. Striking or heating a PM causes
it to lose strength which can be returned
with another PM. We can not instantaneou-
sly prevent or stop the field of a PM but
we can cause this field to take a differ-
ent path. A field takes to a path of iron
in preference to air, copper or aluminum
which clo rot effect a PM's field. A field
in air is condensed in iron. Tron is al-
ways attracted by the strongest field.

Since back & forth motion is easily co-
nverted to circular motion consider the
improvements that could be made to this
simple device. Use 2 identical PMs & a
steel ball. Determine distance the ball
is attracted and call this y. Separate
PMs by 1.5y & attach them to wood. Put 2
sheets of thin cardboard next to each PM.
Take 2 thin sheets of Iron (from a tin
can) and place 1 sheet between the 2 sh-
eets of cardboard at each PM. Alternately
slide the iron (which is away from the
ball) out & in so the ball goes back and
forth. Reduce y to automate & derive use-
ful output.

Vertical configurations need only I PM4.
Clive a bar magnet back & forth motion be-
tvceen 2 horseshoe PMs wshich rotates the
bar PIM. The inertia of the load helps m~a-
inltain rotation & provides selective sh-
ielding. For more int>o send stamped SAE
to Eckl-n, 5100 8th Rd S 'SOS8, Arlington,
Va 22204 SAF=sclf-addressed enveloce.-

~energy to alter its feied and release 15

ihs under 335 lbs of tension??;))
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Mass. automobile insurance can get a little complicated.
And if you're under 25, it can get expensive.

We'll simplify things. And we'll help you keep your
premiums as low as possible.

A He itR7' rr,
Insurance Agency, Inc.

11 Dunster St., Harvard Square (next to the Holyoke Center).
876-0876. Representing Aetna, Travelers, Hartford.
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Bf you want t-o participate or~8 O
Uk- a-, help plan call x3-39116 or

come to the SCC offioce VV20-347
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BRING A BLANKET-SIT ON THE FLOOR

.

Harvarad Sq.

864-4580 Tfzru Tues.
BOSTON PREMIERE Claude

Jutra's MY UNCLE ANTOINE
2:30-6:00-9:35 & Francois Truf-_

faut's THE 400 BLOWS
4:25-8:00.

as part of Kaleidoscope Weekend

featu n, IBIng
Available in Boston, part-time
position (12-15 hrs/wk) for CO-

BOL programmer until June.

Full use of inhouse equipment.

Contact Episcopal Church Head-

quarters - 742-4720 - ask for
the Rev. Richard S. Armstrong.

Apartment in Rome, in palazzo

in Trastevere, near Ponte Sisto. 2

bedroom>, 2 mniodemn bathrooms,

modern kitchen, washing ma-

chine, concierge. Jan. to June,

1974. $450 per month. Days

868-3455, Eves 354-1880.

2 bdrm summner sublet, corner
Mass Ave, Marlborough St.;15
mi nutes to M IT; kitchen, bath,

shower, furnishings, gas and elec-
tricity; asking $225/month. Con-

tact Pete Cebelius, 267-2199.

I've been typing Master's and

PhD's full-time for three years

(and still love it). I'd be happy

to help you. 894-3406 (Weston)

20% - 50% OFF ON ALL

STEREO EQUIPMENT. Stereo

Components, Compacts, and

TV's. All new, in factory sealed

cartons. 100% guaranteed. All

major brands available. Call Mike

anytime, 491-7793.

-� � .- -- _ _
i _ _

' owned ani mwanagea * R
by Harvard MBA's A tonum In

Expert service on foreign cars 412 Green St. Behindthe

Cambridge Central Square

661-1866 YMCA

8amon-Fri
__am-6pm
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8 76-4226 7'hru Tues. i
Humphrey Bogart Series CASA-

BLANCA, Humphrey Bogart and
Ingrid Bergman, 5:00-7:30-9:30;
Weekend Matinees 3:30.

Central 1 
364-0426 116th1 Week.

De Broca's THE KING OF

HEARTS 6:30-9:45; Weekend
Matinees 3:10 & THE DFVIL BY

THE TAIL, Yves Montand, 8:15;
Weekend Matinees 4:55.

C ~ent~d 2 T

%864-0426 77iru> Tues.a
EFVLLINI ROMA 5:30-9:50 &XWOMEN IN LOVE, Alan Bates 
KAnd Glenda Jackson, 7:3 5; WAeek- )
end Matinlees 3: iS. :

L
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By Charlotte Cooper
The Division for Study and

Research in Education, an inter-
departmental laboratory and ac-
ademic structure unique to the
Institute, will offer its first
courses next fall.

William T. Martin, professor
of mathematics and chairman of
the Education Division Steering

: Committee, says the Division
will offer three courses to inter-
ested undergraduates and grad-
uate students. Involved in fall
activities will be "about eight"
faculty, one a visiting associate
professor from the University of
Edinburgh, the remainder on
joint appointments from various
.MIT departments. The Division's
selection of both curriculum and
staff, says Martin, must first be
submitted to and approved by
"appropriate Institute commit-
tees" before becoming final.

With President Jerome Wies-
ner's public endorsement of the
Division's proposed format and,
goals as described in the recent-
3 y-published Progress Report to
the President, the Steering Coyrn-
mittee is currently seeking out-
side grants which, along with
Institute funds, will support the
Division's first efforts.

Seymour Papert, professor of
mathematics, co-director of the
Artificial Intelligence Lab and
Steering Committee member,
stresses that the amount and
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type of funds obtained will af-
fect the "scope, not the nature"
of research to be carried out by
the Division. Both the research
undertaken and the academic
courses offered will be designed
to create an individual who is
",'ulti-literate," who is versed
not only in his major field but
also in the physiological and
psychological bases of learning.
This background, combined with
the field work Division courses
will demand, will create, says
Papert, i's new kind of person,
one who could actually create
new mathematics, or physics, or
whatever his field may be, and
do his discovering in a way that's
d irected toward teachability,
and learnability."

When its curriculum is suffi-
ciently developed, the Division
hopes to offer an undergraduate
major and a graduate degree
program. Both courses would be
solutions to the dilemmia of the
student who is interested in edu-
cation but wishes to develop
proficiency in another academic
field.

Faculty from all departments
will be invited to bring their
ideas for research to the Divi-
sion's Greenhouse, a laboratory
where projects can develop. "Be-
sides the conlcept of growth in-
h:erent in the word ' Green-
house*' " says Papert, "is the
idea that there are glass walls

allowing students and others in
the Division to see what's going
on," to become interested and
involved in a project during its
initial stages.

The Greenhouse, adds Papert,
should provide substantial op-
portunity for graduate students
to research educational prob-
lems. There, says Barbara Nel-
son, Assistant to the President
and Chancellor and Steering
Committee member, will exist
"the atmosphere of collabora-
tion and mutual exchange of
ideas essential to the Division if
we are to strip away the labels -
humanities, science, mathema-
tics - and see what we are
actually exploring, the process a
child goes th~rough as he
constructs models to understand
his world."

Make your appointment now: Return

your reply card or call s3-2980

after 7pm.

lDA9LZELL MOTO)R SALES
.329}-1 1)0

SCIkIL-Ct - .SJIC'> - PJ1-1 -1

Si t' 11l1 1101, III P~tlrsat %t1 ',i

\lIhllooC~I Doe~der
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XOS Providence c

Rte. I. Dedh.
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POST OFFICE BOX NEEDED,
would Hike to (for a fee) share or
take over a box in Stud. Ctr.
Post Office. Call Larry X3-3787,
DL0813.

For sale - 1 Waterrest waterbed
- heater, themostat, line mat-
tress, frame - asking $80; also
large 5' x 3' oak desk & chair-
$40. Call Jeff or Sandy,
494-9833 or X3-321 1.

OVERSEAS JOBS. FOR STU-

DENTS - Atistralia, Europe, S.

America, Africa. Most profes-

sions, summer or full time, ex-

penses paid, sightseeing. Free in-

formation, write, TWRW Co.,

Dept. F6, 2550 Telegraph Ave.,

Berkeley, CA 94704. DaVIgA .

POETRY WANTED for Poetry

Anthology. No restriction as to

style or content. Send with

stamped self-addressed envelope

to Comternporary Literature

Press, 311 California Street,

Suite 412, San Francisco, Cati-

fornia 94104.

I OLLEGIATE NOTES; 
,b nderstand all subjects,

plays and novels faster!

o Thousands of topics available
within 43 hours of mailing.

e Complete with bibliography and
footnotes.

e Lowest prices GUARANTEED.

SEN D $1.90 f or our latest descriptive
Niail-Order Catalogue with Postage-Paid
Order Forms too;
COLLEGIATE RESEARCH GUIDE
1 NA. 13th St. Bldg. RW. 70S
Phila., Pa. 19107
HOT-LINE (215) 563-3758

ADORESSIN-G AND TYPING

TfHAT SATISFIES - Reason-

able Prices - Quick Service. Give

us a try. Thesis and Technical

Papers. Gemini Mail Service, 322

Wrflarren Street, Boston, Mass.

02119. Phone 440-9049.

'Al

1968 Dodge Polara, 61K, exc.

condition. Clean. Auto, power

steering~factory air, new brakes.

$1,000. Cal I Steve Streifer,

267-4935.

26633M3 10 N6.
BIDWti B 095

380 Green Street, Camrbndge
Delivery charge 35c 3 or more, delivery free

Become one of A UGIE'S BO YS,

and fight the forces of evil Ithe news staff). Earn cornmmisions

and keep SCHINDLER'S V/VARRIORS out of print!!l
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Senior Yearboouk Portrats

April 30 through May 4%

c
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PnC D@KVEL' CAGE 8:00 PPF riday sav $Ili19

Tickets $3.00 - $2.50 mith M. wTO I a D.o
BEEER BY BUQWEISER o PRCDUCED FOR M~.I.T. by ENTERTAINME.PJT COOPERATIVE OF AMERICA

TSCK£TS ARE ON SA LE AT TCA, x-3-4885

NO0 TICKETS SOL13 AT THE DOORS
College ID required

C20s=

k �

The Tech advertising staff.

5-1,61-1"'..



10'30 am Shot Put
10'30 am High Jump
10:45 am 880 Yd. Relay
10:55 am 120 Yd. High

Hurdle Trials
11'15 am One Mile Run
11'35 am 100 Yd. Dash

Trials

1:00 pm 120 Yd. High
Hurdle Finals

1:10 pm 220 Yd. Dash
Trials

1'30 pm 440 Yd. Dash
1:45 pm 100 Yd. Dash

Finals

INTRAMURAL COUNCIL
MEETING

Wednesday - April 25, 1973
7:30 pm

Varsity Club Lounge
AGENDA:
Manager Elections - Hock-
ey, Cross Country, Basket-
ball and Volleyball
Executive Cornmittee Mo-
tion concerning club and
organization forfeit
deposits.
Amendment concerning
proxies.

Phot'o by Roger Goldstein
William Young '74 may just be MIT's best-ever tennis player. He has
won the Brandeis Invitational for three years in a row and is
undefeated in singles play in New England, and has only lost one
doubles match, against Harvard, whose number one player he beat.
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By Dan Gantt
In dropping back-to-back

contests to Harvard, 14-1, and
Tufts, 5-2, MIT's varsity baseball
team seriously lessened its
chances for the 1973 Greater
Boston League championship.
The twin losses evened the
Beavers' record at 2-2 in GBL
play with their only hope being
that Harvard, clearly the-leading
contender, can be defeated
twice.

The Crimson displayed an
awesome 14-hit attack and was
aided by five MIT errors in
-rolling over the Beavers last
Tuesday. A seven-run fifth in-
ning pushed the margin to I -1,
and virtually ended the contest.

MIT could manage only four
base hits, fewest in any game
this season, off Harvard's starter,
with pitcher Dave Yauch '75

collecting a double and a single
to lead the squad offensively.
Lead-off man Mike Dziekan '76
scored the only MIT run in the
third, coming across on a wild
pitch after receiving base via an
error.

The following day's trip to
Medford, Mass. proved equally
frustrating as errors provided
Tufts with three unearned runs
in the first four innings, enough
to sew up the win.

Mike Royal '76 was again
tough on the mound, striking
out seven and twirling a four-
bitter. However, lack of defen-
sive support saddled Royal with
his first varsity loss.

First baseman Herb Kummer
'75 came through at the plate
with two-out, RBI singles in the
sixth and eighth, but his clutch
efforts were too little, too late.
Steve Reber '74 and Rick
Charpie '73 also contributed a
pair of singles to the seven-hit
Beaver attack.

The two games set the MIT
season record at 6-5 (4-3 in New
England action). Lowell Tech
invades MIT for a return contest
this Thursday at 3 pm on Briggs
Field.

By David !. Katz
It was a mixed day of races

for the MIT crews last Saturday.
Although there were a large
number of losses for both the
heavyweight and lightweight
crews, some of the results show
promise for the Eastern Sprints
to be held on May 12.

The heavyweights started the
day with a win. The first fresh-
men eight beat Northeastern's
freshmen by 1.8 seconds. Get-
ting off to a quick start, the
Tech crew had four seats after
the first 20 strokes. With the

By Barb Moore
At a special meeting of the

MITAA last Wednesday night,
the women's crew was granted
varsity status. The proposal,
written by team captain Diane
McKnight '75, was approved by
the varsity captains and mana-
gers, and was consequently ap-
proved by Director of Athletics
Ross Smith. The crew is the
second women's team to become
a varsity team, and is the 23rd
varsity sport at MIT.

Weekend's races
In its second race of the

season, the crew took a first and
a third at Wesleyan Saturday. In
the eights race, MIT finished

second, ten seconds behind Con-
necticut College for Women, but
defeated U.Mass and Wesleyan.
After a slow start, MIT passed
U.Mass and Wesleyan, but could
not surpass Conn. College. The
fours race, which was run two
hours late, ended with a victory
for MIT. Wesleyan, the only
other competing team, was de-
feated by seven seconds, with
MIT's second four placing third.

The weekend before, in its
opening race of the season, the
team placed first, third, and
fourth. The race, held last Sun-
day at Lowell, combined MIT,
WPI, Conn. College, Williams,
Syracuse, and Rhode Island. In

the eights race, MIT was once
again edged out by Conn. Col-
lege, with Williams winning the
event. MIT was off the line first
with a fine start, but was passed
toward the middle of the course.

The MIT first four won its
race, defeating Syracuse, WPI,
and Rhode Island. MIT second
four placed fourth in the race,
after interference by the Syra-
cuse crew. MIT won the event
easily, defeating second place
WPI by seven seconds.

The women's crew meets Wel-
lesley and Radcliffe at MIT Sat-
urday, in what could be the race
to decide dominance of the
Chaxles.

MIT at Harvard
MIT
Dziekan, ss
Maconi, ss
Tirrell, 3b
Reber, cf
Billing, p
Charpie, rf, c
Wargo, c
Rowland, If
Lease, rf
Kummer, 1 b
Henriksson, 2b
Chimura. ph
Train, c
Sayers, If
Yauch, p
DeAngelo, rf
totals

AB
2 1
1 0
2 O
3 0
0 0
3 0
0 0
3 0
1 0
3 0
3 0
1 0
2 0
1 0
2 0
2 0
291

R H
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 00
0 -0
0 0
0 O
I 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
2 0
0 0
4 0

RBI

I

I
II

aftexnoon's races was the third
Varsity Four victory over their
two Harvard counterparts. Con--
sisting of Reed Hodgin '76 bow;
Dick Michel '75, 2; Mike Perl-
mutter '73, 3;' Joel Goodrich
'75, stroke; and Mike Shields
'76, cox, this g-roup of oarsmen
put together a fine race as they
beat the Harvard 'A' crew by
half a length.

Good news on this otherwise
dreary afternoon is available by
comparing some of the times
between the crews. The Harvard
JV and Frosh lightweights each
won by only 1.5 seconds. This
mea-ns that the chances of either
of these boats making the finals
in the Sprints is pretty good.

The other good news is that
the Harvard freshman heavy-
weights, rowing against Brown
on the Charles, rowed the race in
a time of 7:06. This is an 18
second difference between the
MIT frosh heavy crew and those
of Harvard. This sets up the
possibility of a Tech victory this
weekend when Princeton comes
north to race the Crimson and
the Engineers. This should be a
good, tough race for all crews.

cadence at 33V/2, the frash pulled
out ahead by a length just after
the 1000 meter mark. With 500
meters left in the race, both
crews had brought the stroke up
to 34 in the smoother water. At
this point the Northeastern boat
started its sprint. Peter Beaman,
the Tech stroke, brought the
cadence up to 35V2, just enough
to hold off the Huskie crew in atime of 6: 4. 7

The varsity race was run
about an hour and a half after
the frosh, and the wind, not
much of a factor in the first
race, proved to be varsity's un-
doing. Coach Pete Holland had
realized that his only chance to
beat the bigger and stronger
Northeastern varsity was to hope
for flat water. This was not to
be, since the headwind picked
up to 15-20 mph for the dura-
tion of this race.

With all three boats getting
off to poor starts (Northeastern
also entered a grad-crew), they
were even for the first 750
meters. At this point, some
missed strokes by the Tech oars-
men allowed the Huskies to pull
ahead by half a length at the
1000 meter mark. Some more
missed strokes and the patented
Northeastern final'sprint gave
them a lead of nine seconds over
MIT in a time of 7:03.2.

Up in Hanover, New Hamp-
share, it was more of the same, as
MIT went again at Darthmouth
and Harvard. The big Crimson,
as strong as ever, pulled away
from the Dartmouth and Tech
varsity and was never headed as
they won in a time of 5:24, with
the current. Dartmouth, coming
from behind, finished three
seconds ahead of MIT in 5:34.

The only bright spot in the

MIT 001 000 000 - II 45
HARVARD 130 072 01 x -14142

MIT at Tufts
MIT
Dziekan, ss
Tirrell, 3b
Reber, cf
Charpie, rf
Rowland, If
Kumrner, lb
Henriksson, 2b
Train, c
Yauch, ph
Wargo. c
Royal, p

'DeAngelo, ph
totals

MIT
TUFTS

AB R H RBI
5 0 0 0
2 1 00
5 I 2 O
5 0 2 0
4 0 1 0
4 0 2 2
3 0 0 O
1 0 0 0
1 0 0 O
1 0 0 0
3 0 0 O
1 0 0 0
35 2 7 2

000 001 010 - 274
001 200 20x - 541
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The I.M. Track Meet will be
held on Sunday, April 29, ac-
cording to the schedule shown
below. in case of rain, the same
schedule will apply on May 13.
Please note that DAYLIGHT
SA VIANGS TLA/E starts April 29.

1:55 pm
2:05 pm
2:25 PM

L.35 pm
3:00 pm
1:00 pm

8_80 Yd. Run
440 Yd. Relay
220 Yd. Dash
Finals
Two Mile Run
One Mile Relay
Pole Vault
& Long Jump

The Discus Throw will be
held as soon as the softball
field is clear.

The vault and high jump pits
will be available'for practice on
Thursday, April 26 at 5 prn. A
pole will be provided. Shot, dis-
cus, and batons can be checked
out from the Equipment Desk in
dupont.

Competitors for each event
must check in before the event is
run. Runners may check in at
the desk by the grandstand.
Competitors in field events
should check in at the area for
those events. You will not be
allowed to compete unless you
check in before the final call.

Officials are still needed -
contact Rob Colten (I.M. Track
Manager, 267-7416) if you are
interested. In case of light rain
on the 29th, check with the
Desk in dupont (x3-2914) as to
whether the meet has been call-
ed off or not. Remember, a team
is not eligible for the team tro-
phy unless a roster is turned in
by 5 pm on Tuesday, April 24.
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